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How to use the UNPLASTIC educational guides 
Besides the introductory module, the educational material provided by UNPLASTIC is divided 
along common high-school subjects. As of this moment, the topics covered are geography; 
biology; economics; and the arts.  

‘UNPLASTIC: An Introduction’ is the only module that stands by itself. This module provides 
a short, but concise, introduction to plastic pollution and all its complexities. The module can 
be used to introduce students to the issue of plastic pollution, or it can serve as the foundation 
to the subject-specific modules. 

 

For each module the material includes:  

- A teaching guide 
- A PowerPoint presentation  
- Activities to actively engage with the material 
-  (student hand-outs) 

 

 
Activities and exercises 
Alongside hours of theoretical teaching materials, UNPLASTIC has also sought to incorporate 
short in-class activities and longer-term exercises. The activities can be completed within a 
couple of minutes as an interactive support to the theoretical material provided.  
The exercises are of longer duration. Some can be completed in a couple of hours, while others 
are constructed more as projects that may require a couple of days or weeks (the actual time 
spend on the projects is only a couple of minutes each day/week).   



 

How to use the teaching guides  
The teaching guides for each module are structured in a similar fashion. The pdf teaching 
guides, that can be found in the section [link to modules overview on website], include the 
necessary information to teach the UNPLASTIC modules.  

The guide also provides information on how to use the additional materials provided for that 
module. Specific slides of the PowerPoint presentation are linked to the information in the 
teaching guide.  

In-class activities, discussion question and case studies are highlighted in different colours.  

See the examples below. 

 

In-class discussions/questions 

[Slide 7]: What do you think Banksy means by this work of art? Do you agree with his message? 
[Recommendation: ask for 1 art piece]  

Answer 

§ criticises the industrialization of society.  
§ Location: mural at a deteriorating car 

factory in Detroit, in the US 
§ message is quite clear; the artwork portrays 

a little boy combined with the words “I 
remember when all this was trees”. With 
the rough surroundings, this artwork 
conveys a powerful message. 

 

Case study:  Friendly Floaties   

In 1992, a cargo ship released almost 30 thousand plastic toys into the Pacific Ocean. After 
having left Hongkong, and heading for the United States of America, a shipping container full 
of plastic yellow ducks, blue turtles and green frogs fell overboard in a heavy storm. At the time, 
not much was thought of this accident: the news simply covered the event as if it solely 
constituted a commercial loss.  

 

 

In-class activity  

Split into teams of 2-3 students.  

Half of the teams have to come up with a collective action solution for plastic pollution on a 
global scale, e.g. plastics in the ocean.  

The other half have to come up with a collective action solution for plastic people on a local 
scale, e.g. plastic litter in towns.  


